Ergon Energy Industry Safety Journey
As At June 2015
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Safety Journey - Reference Key

ENA Industry LTIFR Benchmark 2013-14 @ 4.50

**Initiatives:**
1. 01.05: SIMF Introduced
2. 01.05: Take 5 Launched
3. 10.06: Life Savers Launched
4. 07.08: Always Safe launched
5. 07.08: Live Line Operations STOP
6. Aug - Nov 09: Live Line Retraining
7. 07.10: D&A Testing Commences
8. 08.10: CSI - Field
9. 09.10: Safety Management & Leadership Program
10. 11.10: ICAM Rollout
11. 07.11: CSI - Office
12. 08.11: D&A Testing Suspended
14. 09.12: Operate the Network Review
15. 03.13: D&A testing recommenced
16. 01.14: Stop for Safety - Vehicles
17. 02.14: D&A Education Sessions
18. 03.14: Switching Reduction Mitigation
19. 10.14: Behavioural Programs (Switching Mentor Program & Safety Citizens Initiative)

**Class 1 Community:**

C1 12.05: Aircraft Contact HV - Charleville (INC-1052469)
C2 01.07: Irrigator Contact HV - Atherton (INC-1074907)
C3 03.07: LV Clash Downs Active Lines - Tully (INC-1076434)
C4 06.07: Irrigator Contact HV - Childers (INC-1077510)
C5 01.08: Spray Boom Contacts SWER - Condamine (INC-1081707)
C6 06.08: Concrete Pump Contact HV - Collinsville (INC-1084637)
C7 12.08: Kite Contact HV - Richmond (INC-1088352)
C8 01.11: Crane Contact HV - Cloncurry (INC-1102235)
C9 02.11: Crane Contact HV - Yungaburra (INC-1102472)
C10 04.11: Painter in EWP Contact HV - Harvey Bay (INC-1103223)
C11 01.12: Contact with HV - Kingaroy (INC-1105860)
C12 02.15: Shock received while climbing ladder (Fatality) (INC-1120891)
C13 02.15: MVA - Third Party Fatality (INC-1120923)

**Major Incidents:**

D1 03.08: HV Contact - St George (INC-1083456)
D2 12.08: HV Contact in EWP - Millmerran (INC-1087806)
D3 02.09: Flashover Incident - Stanthorpe (INC-1089508)
D4 12.09: Flash Burns - Theodore (INC-1098353)
D5 04.10: Flash Burns - Mackay (INC-1099500)
D6 07.10: Flash Burns - Cairns (INC-1100381)
D7 02.12: Ladder Fall - Stanthorpe (INC-1106306)
D8 07.12: Foot Cable Drum: Maryborough (INC-1107906)
D9 11.12: Snake Bite - Yeppoon (INC-1109006)
D10 01.14: EWP Rollover - Hughenden (INC-1114175)
D11 05.14: Ergon Employee injured from HV contact (INC-1116144)
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NB: People, Fleet, Environment, Cultural Heritage & Community Impacts Only
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Incident Classification Pyramid (%) - June 2015
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FY2011-12: 75.01%, 0.05%
FY2012-13: 78.51%, 0.41%
FY2013-14: 79.11%, 0.58%
FY2014-15: 79.12%, 0.28%

NB: People, Fleet, Environment, Cultural Heritage & Community impacts only